Engineering advanced capsosomes: maximizing the number of subcompartments, cargo retention, and temperature-triggered reaction.
Advanced mimics of cells require a large yet controllable number of subcompartments encapsulated within a scaffold, equipped with a trigger to initiate, terminate, and potentially restart an enzymatic reaction. Recently introduced capsosomes, polymer capsules containing thousands of liposomes, are a promising platform for the creation of artificial cells. Capsosomes are formed by sequentially layering liposomes and polymers onto particle templates, followed by removal of the template cores. Herein, we engineer advanced capsosomes and demonstrate the ability to control the number of subcompartments and hence the degree of cargo loading. To achieve this, we employ a range of polymer separation layers and liposomes to form functional capsosomes comprising multiple layers of enzyme-loaded liposomes. Differences in conversion rates of an enzymatic assay are used to verify that multilayers of intact enzyme-loaded liposomes are assembled within a polymer hydrogel capsule. The size-dependent retention of the cargo encapsulated within the liposomal subcompartments during capsosome assembly and its dependence on environmental pH changes are also examined. We further show that temperature can be used to trigger an enzymatic reaction at the phase transition temperature of the liposomal subcompartments, and that the encapsulated enzymes can be utilized repeatedly in several subsequent conversions. These engineered capsosomes with tailored properties present new opportunities en route to the development of functional artificial cells.